It's so fun to color with bright colors and make a smiley-faced llama to cheer up your day.

**Paper Plate Llama**

Instructions

1. Cut your paper plate in half. One half is for your body, the other half is for the head, legs, and tail.
2. Cut out 4 legs. Draw a simple llama head and cut that out (it works best if you use the straight edge for the head and the rounded edge to make the feet). Use the leftover to make a little tail.
3. Color in the body of your llama. You can do it like the picture and color a pretty blanket on its back.
4. Glue or tape the head, legs, and feet to the back of your paper plate.
5. Color a harness on the head, a mouth, a little nose, and eyes.
6. Play with your llama